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The capacity of a person to serve others cannot be limited by either age, sex, or gender, and other demographics. In fact, in every situation, there is a suitable piece of leader needed to solve a problem. Therefore, it is safe to say that leaders are global, and leadership is potential.

There are many leaders that need to be trained. Boosting their capabilities and skills is one thing that they need to discover, develop, and unleash so to lead others. If they understand their capabilities, there will be greater chance for them to unleash their leadership – knowing their limitations and intensity, leadership becomes a wealth of power for the community and the society. Therefore, an article recommends that building leadership capacity in schools should never be limited to training principals and heads since some leaders are just in the open waiting for their turn – knowing what they can or waiting for the twist of fate. Moreover, it is an intelligent and committed way to look for an individual or team who are on the same page (or into it) is deemed invaluable.

There is no context as to what leadership method may be – there are so many varieties and dimensions in the field of leadership. It really depends on the person which one he is more capable and at ease of.

Before the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic, teacher trainings were done hands-on and. If the people who gives seminars to principals or school heads keep on training people on top, time will come when there will be a problem who will be next in
line. For, no one has been developed to be next of kin. School training program should establish strategies and tools that can be used to overcome such excess.

To understand what a real leader is, he or she knows how to designate works. Some people, in the management or administration department cannot be said at once as leader. They may be managers who were there to manage; but leaders are different – they were here to lead and direct the people below them and try ways to delegate works on them. So, when time arises that there is a need to change, people below are already in the proper stance to continue what has been delivered.
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